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Title IX compliance quPstionPd
Lack of women's varsity soccer may violate law
guaranteeing equality of sports at universities
by Andy Bean
Staff Writer

%%lute said the department is going to conduct
a self-assessment study in May or June to sec if
the university is.complying with Title IX.
Women's varsity soccer does not exist at the
The law requires that athletic programs be
University of Maine.. funded proportionally to the number of men and
The athletic department is attempting to ithwomen involved in them. Compliance is judged
plement the program for the fall of 1989, bathe
by the overall athletic program, not by specific
problem, officials say., is finding funds.
sports or particular teams.
Without a program, however, the university's
An earlier interpretation said that if there was
athletic program may not be in compliance with
a men's program, a women's program had to be
Title IX.
implemented for equality. Now, equality is deterTitle IX of the Education Amendments of
mined by the amount of money spent per-stu1972 prohibits sex discrimination in federally
dent involved in athletics.
assisted programs, including college athletics.
According to figures from the office of finanUMaine currently funds II men's varsity sports
cial management, the 11 men's sports were
and eight women's programs.
budgeted for $2.1 million and the eight women's
The women's dub soccer coach. Judy kirk.
sports had a budget of about S500,000. But if you
said. "They are not in compliance, because there
compare the budgets without figures from footare obviously more men's sports than
ball or ice hockey, which do not have similar varwomen's."
sity programs for women, men's and women's
Athletic Direct°. Kes in White said compliance
programs arc about equal.
with Title IX cart be calculated in a variety.- of , The law does not require there be an equal
ways. The law, he said, is ambiguous and open
number of sports Of that expenditures be the
to many interpretations.
same for both sexes, but it states that the selec"By the basic formula I think we are in comtion of sports and levels of competition must "efpliance." he said. "If not then we're close, but
fectively accommodate the interests and abilities
it is important for us to conduct a more objecIlse, indepth analysis "
(see SOCCER page II)
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movie previewed

-."It adds a lot," he'stici. predicting'that auBANGOR (AP) — Millions of readers base
diences will appreciate the authenticity of the
'paid vicarious visits to rural Maine through the
locale. **They're going to know that it's Maine.
spine-chilling note's of Stephen king, but until
now the mciVie a4aptioris of his books have .\ And lust as imp srtant, they're going to know that
it's not Califorri,1.•*- always been filmed in other locations.
king. whose other books have been filmed in
release
"Pet
of
This month, with the
such locations as California, North Carolina,
• Sematary." moviegoers will have their first opOregon, and the Canadian pros ince of Ontario,
pottunity to see a motion picture based on,a King
iiiiistedifiat "Pet Sema.ary" be made in Maine.
best seller that was filmed in the authoei-hOine
11_*.I.S seen as a shotin the arm to -the-nasecnt.
- state.
141b1.4er--roadfacle-neOn
----Maintilint.COLIIMAL
UCIA.-vghich- has-been trying
.of
--I-O lure Prbduction cam-Panics- Maine and help
----sign, Bangor International Airport of the clock
• tower in downtown Ellsworth, the Maine-901ft----tlx-Itale---recoses--inbsil-Sm -1nm-a
provides a feel for a state that hi s seldans been'. (see MOVIE page 7)
showcased py,. Hollywood pruritic ers. King says.

•

Professor Neil Cosine

Astronomy professor
gets shot at stardom
by Steven Pappas
Staff Writer
There are stars and then
there are stars.
-Neil Comins has been an
astronomy professor at the
University of Maine for 11
years. His down-to
:
earth
nature and spunky. personality almost got him a role ir. a
Hollywood rnosie and the
rights to a potential
screenplay.
Comink sits comfortably
in. his office on the third
floor of,Bennett Hall among
— 1ft-Undieds r astronTimy
. -Watt t
ofetiiis country skis, a- t-Vophysics jour--fittliTposters oreilanets and
his "Return, of the Jedi"

lunch box.
He had never considered a
life as an actor until last war.
In April 1988, Comins
received a telephone call
--from a former UMainr student who was working for
movie director Roland Joffe_
Joffe has directed such
movies as "The Killing
Fields" and "The Mission."
Brit Babcock, Joffe's production coordinator and
-Comins' former astronomy
student, asked him if he
would be interested in trying
out for a role ia-kftes4test

itruttudiott,
'tittle Boy.'(see COMIN-S page 111)

African journalists discuss differing roles of media
by Christina Koliander
Staff Writer
Eight journalists from different
African countries discussed the dif- ferences between the media in the United
States and Africa at a press' conference
at the tniversity of Maine Tuesday
morning
Tombisa di N.-atm 1-wasa, a cultural and
news reporter.at the National Office of
Radio and Television of Zaire, said the
ia function and role 'in Africa is
'‘different than it is in any Western
country.

He said a lot of the media in the West
are based on capitalism, which has never
been a tradition in Zaire.
He also said there are independently
run press groups, although they were
started up by the government.
Although the government financially
supports the media, he explained, it
doesn't mean they can't criticize it.
There is freedom of the press and expression, yet there are limits, he said
"It's a relative term," he said.
The journalism all agreed that women
are beginning to play an important role
in the African media. Women in the past

have not played a big role because they
were usually not educated.
Michel kouame, a j&urnalist and the
assistant editor of "Fraternite Matin"
from the Ivory Coast, said education is
offered to everyone. Women, he said, are
slowly entering the field ot journalism.
He said there used to be a low percentage of women who would complete
their schooling. But now, there are some
female joutnahsts who have higher
degrees than men.
In Rwanda, there is also a problem
with women not completing their education, said Joseph Ndabamenye, chief of

the Written Prest.
i Cinema and
Photography Service of the Rwandan
National Information Office. There are
currently some women journalists working on weekly newspapers in Rwanda, he
said.
Sidiki konate, a reporter for Radiodiffusion Television in Mali, said the current Minister of Information there is a
woman.
Fwasa said women in Africa are no
longer working in the fields and at the__
beck and call of their husbands
(see MEDIA page 4)
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News Briefs

IlEONTORS BALNatrET
The Annual Honors Banquet will
be held on Tuesday, April 18th at
7:30 p.m. in Wells Commons. The
banquet recognizes the scholastic ;1
activities of outstanding members 11
iP
of our students and teaching, re- !
search and public service activities of outstanding members of
our faculty.

;!

Tickets are available from the Office of New Student Programs, 219
Chadbourne Hall, 581-1826 and must
obtained prior to NOON on Friday,
April 14.
Speaker for this event will be Dr.
Robert L. Woodbury. Chancellor
of the University of Maine System.

SC

by Liss
Staff V

Bodies found in mass Satanic grave
BROWNSVILLE, Texas (AP) • The bodies of 12 people were found
in 1-mass grave at a ranch.outside the
Mexican border town of Matamoros.
and authorities_ Tbesc. lay •blamed the
killings on satanic rituals and human
sacrifice.
"It was horrible." Cameron
County Sheriff Alex PerezIold a IINIS
conference. 'Lt was like a human
Slaughterhouse.
Four suspects were arrested, and
more arrests were expected. officials
said.
The suspects were involved in drug
iiinuggling. and -prayed to the devil for
-protection-lrom - police. authorities
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said
I he bodies were found in a field
along with evidence of voodoo or
magic, said a sheriffs department
spokesman.
The dead included a 21-year-old
nisersity of Texas student who
disappeared in the !slexican border
ton dunng his spring break vacation
last month, the spokesman -said.

The student. Mark Kilroy, disappeared shortly after 2 a.m; while on
a drinking excursion with friends in
Matamoros, a city of 110.000 people
Just across the Rio Grande from

Brush fires cause Miami smoke screen
MIAMI (AP) - Dense smoke
from fires in dried-up Eserglades
wetlands cloaked Miami on Tuesday.
cutting yisibilits, alarming senior
citizens with breathing problems, and
to evacuation of an alien
detention camp.
..-11.S.4 immigration-officials closed
'their busy office building bectusliof
_the choaking fumes. State troopers
__briefly closed a stretch of U.S. 41, the
southernmost east-west route across

•

-Florida. because of nearaero
No accidents were reported.
"From the window,-it looks like the

_
sits is in flames," said Miami
Beach Fire I tins Cada."You can't
see across the bay (to downtown
%liami) and it's getting worse."
Brush fires are normal in Florida
this time of sear, but are more
numerous and intense this season,
because of an unuspally dry winter.
Health alerts were issued because
•
ot the choking haze, which -meteorologists said was lessened by
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seabreetes as the day went on.
"I came here for sun and I got
smoke — figure that out." said
Albert Smith, a tourist from Minneapolis, as he squinted into the haze.

Bush proposes speaking-tee ban
fllr

P•

Vaniae 6[

WASH NG1ON (AP)---7-Prrsident
Bush has omitted a - proposal that
members of Congress forswear
speaking-fee income from _ethics
legislation he will propose Wednet-day, an administration -official.

AfTEP HOURS

Tuesday.
Bush is proposing a 25 percent pay
raise for federal judges in the package
that covers enforcement, outside a,:tivities. conflicts of interest, financial
disclosure and restrictions on what
employees can do in post-government
service.
The president decided that the
honoraria issue is one that should be

considered separatels from the rest of
the ethics legiclation, and is more properly discussed when the time again
comes to talk about congressionajpe
raises, said the official, speaking on
condition of an Orly M It)
Bush expressed support of previous
pay raise legislation. but Congress
itself voted against giving its members
a raise earlier this year.

,

A presidential commission that
studied ethics in government recommended that members of the House
and Senate be barred from accepting
speaking fees and other honoraria

'Sta-Wars'laser successfully tested
Al Ducharme

Ed, Regine

Wednesday, Aprb, at 8:00 p.m.
in the Dlamn

-AC) Cash bar with I.D.
$ 1.00
Open to all ;;. 16
4,- Soda and Munchies

Come sejsy the

40JA111 tiAk11101

WASHINGTON (AP)- A hightheoretical cilc.ulationj_Ahat_me_
power chemical laser-developed1;dr made in designing the device. said
the "Star Wars" program has been
Neil Grill, the MOVIES' manager for .
successfully tested for the first time
• chemical lasers with tU—Strategic --in a vacuum chamber simulating the
Defense Initiatise Organization
conditions of space, the Pentagon
The Alpha des ice has long been
said.
described
as the Pentagon's most pro
The test, described as "a major
mising technology for a small,
milestone" by the Defense Depanlightweight laser that could be built
ment, was conducted Friday at a
with enough power to operate as a
special facility in San Juan
weapon in space.
Capistrano, Calif. ,
"This is the first time we have
While the so-called Alpha laser
demonstrated
a laser that we believe
generated a laser beam -for only oneis
scaleable
tin
power) to meet SDI
fifth of a second, the initial "first
(Star Wars) requirements," Gulf
light" test was sufficient to verify
the
added Monday.
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Soviet expert to speak on perestroika, glasnost
by Lisa Cline
Staff Writer
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In an interview Monday, Molotchkov
said he believes political and social
For those who might have had doubts, . reforms will continue to be introduced
perestroika is for real, according to
to his homeland.
Sergei Molotchkov of the Soviet Union's.
He said last month's free elections
Academy of Sciences.
were just a first steer toward introducing
"It is everything," Molotchkov said
modern democracy to the Soviet Union.
of perestroika, the governmental reforms
The election of populist reformer
being implemented by Soviet leader
Boris Yeltsin to the Soviet parliament,
Mikhail Gorbachev.
Molotchkov said, signifies the peoples
"What (Gorbachev) has done cannot
rejection of the existing power structure.
be undone. Any further development
"The- vote_ for Yeltzin was not a vote
will be based on what has already been- ---for him as much as it was a vote against
reached," he said.
• the administrative establishment."
Molotchkos will give a lecture titled,
v•hsin's campaign typified the more
"Perestryika and Glasnost in the Soviet
:retie politics that Gorbachev has
d
Union," at 7:30 tonight in 101 Neville
introduced to the Soviet Union.
Hall.
This decentralization of power,
Molotchkov, who is head of the
Molotchkov said, is "indispensable" for
academy's Section for the Study of
future stages of perestroika.
- ----Catieda,-will also speak on "Canada and
As the slogan-cif-the 1919 Russian
World Politics" at a faculty luncheon at
Revolution, "More power to the
12:0 p.m. Thursday in the Bodwell DinSoviets," becomes popular once again,
ing Area of the Maine Center of the
Molotchkov said Soviet citizens are

becoming much more politically active.
Molotchkov told of his 87-year-old
mother, who, after being confined to the
house for several months, insisted on going out to the polls to vote,
"For the first time in many years people are realizing that their destiny is in
their own hands. And they want to use
it," he said.
Molotchkov, whose expertise is Canadian politics, is at the University of
Maine under the auspices of the Canadian American Center.
His first visit to Orono, in 1976, was
spurred by the university's strong program in Canadian studies.
The Soviet Union's primary interest in
Canada stems from the many similar
economic and social problems the two
countries share, Molotchkov said.
Those problems include vast unsettled territories, multiculturalism and ways
to cultivate extensive natural resources.
Apart from Canada, he said, very few
other countries share these problems
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Muskie, Smith may get new plates
AUGUSTA. Maine (AP) — Two of
Maine's most -prominent political
figures, Margaret Chase Smith and Id
mund-S. Muskic, will each be entitled to
a set of specially designed Maine license
till that the Senate
_patea_under
enacted Iliesday.
- The free, lifetime plates will be dark
green with a white border and will bear
the slaw/cal. Each set will carry
full
name Of the honoree, said Linda Grant,
an administrative assistant in the state
Motor Vehicle Division.
Gov. John R. McKernan intends to
LAbc_ legislation., said his ins%

the

secretary,. Willis Lyford.
Mrs. Smith, who lives in her native
Skowhegan, said in a telephone interview
that she was "very pleased" by the
legislature's action.
The 9I-year-old Republican, who
represented Maine in Washington for
more than three decades and was the
first woman elected to .both houses of
Congress, said she wouid use the plates
on her car, although she rarely drives it
herSeffinfrii
- Ore,
Muskie, a Democrat
nner Maine
—To—
gosernor who served in the Senate for
22 cars before being, appointed

Penobscot-Terrace Apartments
_

Now:eating 5 bedroom
townhouse apartments.
$685 per month,

secretary of state during the Carter administration, does not have any vehicles
registered in Maine. according to Carole
Parmelee, his administrative assistant at
.his Washington law office.
Muskie lives in Maryland, although he
maintains a Maine vacation home at
Kennebunk Beach.

Thompson lecture
moved to Sunday
Hunter S. Thompson was unable to
attend Tuesday night's lecture, but he
is scheduled to lecture Sunday, April,
16 at 8 p.m. at 101 Neville Hall.

Twelve students and threelaculty members from Kharkov State
" University in the Ukraine. U.S.S.R. will be arriving this Thursday.
oil The itinerary for their seven day stay at the University of Mainefollows.
;p
g,
4fr

«5
on

Thursday.April 13
11 00 pm. Scones arrive in Bangw
Vriday;Apttl 14:

I000 am LAST tour Computer Center tour
1100
_ 1;30 pm Caribou tour.--

--Call 866-7414
and_leave-a-messagefor-Mrs.

- .3:00 -

Mooting with President Dale.LiCk

Sunday. April 16
400 pm Perforrnsarof the Bangor Symphony and the
University Singers-at-the flatnereenterfor--the-Arts.

LAST CIWCIII TO

Monday. April 17
9:00 am Tour of the University Farm.
our orthlg
4-00-prri --Tour-of-the-Daily thrine-Cernpus-lscflittes.
•
Tuesday. April 18
9:00 am Tour of Cartographic Center
Tour of the Hudson Museum
9,30
Student Senate Meeting
6:00 pm

.,___RESERILLYOUR APARTMENTEXTEALL
AT

in
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Wednesday, April 19 Maine Day
The Soviets will be taking part in Maine Day by working in the
morning and going to the BBQ in the afternoon
4 00 pm
Press Confrence in the North and South Lown Rooms
in the Memorial Union

"The Woods"
We are now taking applications on these fully furnished .1
bedroom apartments. Located on a lovely wooded site in
Orono. Consider sharing with a friend and cut your rent
in half References Required. $475 plus utilities
For particulars call:

Maine Suburban Properties
04456

Pal

:
11

Thursday, April 20
8 30 am
Coffee and doughnuts in the Sutton Lounge before the
Soviet delegat!or 'eaves fc,,- U;M

•

•
•

The Soviet delegates are eager to meet Maine students and faculty am
so
look for them and introduce yourself! For more information conI
orsk tact Anne Levesque mornings at 204 Roger Clapp Greenhouse or
rer call 581-1501.
.
p
•

•

He said Canada has in the past tried
to be a "bridge" between the United
States and the Soviet Union.

1.S.-Soviet University Pairing Program

1/2 mile from the UM campus

(207) 884-7464

Also, by virtue of its "sandwich position" between the United States and the
'Soviet Union, Molotchkov said, Canada
has become a natural mediator.

0,?•..11-."
Jr-- J00,
..Ar_InOONJOB-XJP.100001..4006CACw-A-a_si-i..a.s.A.A.A.A.mOk.

inejudesiand tot

P.O.BOX 269• LEVANT, ME

with the Soviet Union.
He said his country hopes to learn
from Canada's experience in dealing
with these problems.
Molotchkov said the Soviet Union can
also learn from Canada's relationship
with the United States.
"(My country) has realized that it is
difficult to understand the United States'
stand on many issues without taking a
look at its relationship with Canada,"
he said.
Through the study of Canada's dealings with the United States, Molotchkov
said, the Soviets can learn what can be
done with their relations with the United
States.
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Chinese legalexperts calling -for-new constitution
by Ann Scott TYson
The Christian Science Vfonitor
BEIJING — A group of Chinese legal
experts is calling for a new constitution
in a bold challenge to Communist Party
power and China's anchient tradition of
autocratic rule.
The young lawyers and political
theorists propose a constitution that
-would promote human rights while subjecting the Communist Party for the first
time to democratic checks and balances.
The controversial proposal clashed
with an anchient pattern of state
supremacy in China, where rulers have
wielded law primarily as a tool of absolutism since the first emperor united
the nation in 221 BC.
For 2,000 years, imperial and communist leaders alike have decreed harsh
punishments and rewards to secure
popular submission. Drawing on Con._fucan and legalist philosophies that endorse unlimited state power, they have
held themselves above the law and aloof
from public censure.
The Communist Party leadership has
so far proven unwilling to consider the
demands for a wholesale revision of the
constitution, which contains key clauses
buttressing its rule.
Nevertheless, legal scholars say the
passing of the party's revolutionary old
guard and a decade of marketoriented
reforms are unleashing powerful forces
for political change and constitutional
government.
"Tbe most important task of the 1990s
authontative, stable conis to create

stitution," said Van Jiang', a promithose in power. With each new charter,
nent political scientist at the Chinese
the leadership granted and retracted
Academy of Social Sciences, in an intercitizens' political nghts at will.last week.
Moreover, Chinese leaders have
About 200 Chinese scholars, including
repeatedly violated the Constitution.
During Mao Zedong's chaotic 1966-76
Yan, discussed their goal of establishing
the constitution as China's highest
Cultural Revolution, millions of Chinese
were persecuted for "political Crimes"
authority at an urt6fficial seminar Sunday in Beijing. The seminar was timed to
that had no legal basis.
coincide with the annual session of
"We do not have reliable evidence to
China's nominal parliment, the National
prove that in the past years the ComPeoples Congress (NPC), whichliThitta, munist Party has undertaken its constitumainly to endorse Communist Piny tional responsibilities," wrote Chen
policy.
Xiaoping, a researcher at China's UniverCiting 'chronic abuses of power, the exsity of Politics and Law. "If the Comper b condemn as naive the wnixpi of
munist Party does not undertake con"new authoritarianism," recently adstitutional responsibilities ... then it is an
vocated by young Communist Party
absolute power in disguise," Chen
theorists, whereby an enlightened despot
wrote. The frequency with which party
would slowly guide China toward
leaders have scarpped, revised and over
democracy.
ridden Chinese constitutions has under
Instead, they argue that China must
mined the authority and credibilits of the
supplant its autocratic and dangerously
charters, legal experts sas.
unstable tradition of ren 'sill (rule by individual leaders) with fa zhi(rule by lass)
"Our constitution is the tool of leaders
who come to power by chance," said
Zhang Xianyang, a philosopher at
China's Institute of Marxism, Leninism,
Woman's quality is felt in all sectors
and Mao Zedong Thought.
of society, he said.
"Every few years, when a new leader
Konate said he feels there Tc only a
takes power. he writes a new Constitu- global look at Africa in the newspapers
tion," Zhang said in an interview "If in the United States..
China's constitution is revised every less
Africa does not make the-news in the
years, hos+ :an the country be stabler United States unless,. there is a coup or
Since the 1949 revolution. China's a famine, he said. He said he feels-there
communist leaders have Promulgattd is not an objective look af the total area.
four constitutions — in 1954. 1915. 1978
illiteracy is iproblem in Africa, which
and 1982 — each one molded by the im- the journalists said is being solved v. it h
mediate political aims and ambitions of radio and television
"There is a real sense of community," Kouame Said.
-He said if the majornrof people in
, villagecan't read, there will always be

"China has proclaimed one constitution after another in the 20th century,"
Van said. "Although they differ in content, they have a common problem: they
lack authority."
But today Van and other scholars say
that China is undergoing a critical
political transformation that could lay the
for
constitutional
foundation
government.
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On the one hand, China's communist
leadership is gradually becoming more rational and consensus-oriented as the
rcsolutionary old guard relinquishes
power to a group of younger part)
leaders. scholars say.
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Inner-party democracy will grow as
several competing factions fill the power
vacuum left last November when senior
leader Deng Xiaoping retired from the
Cemral Committee, they say.
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someone who does, who will read for
them
Although the written press is newer on
the hory Coast. it has a %alid impact on
society, he said.
Other journalists at the press conference were Donaticn Nyarnhirigi, direc
tor-of--Calsinct.--Ministry of Information
in Burundi: Gata N'Der, director of the
Chadian Press Agency in--Chad;
.kdamou %lahaman. director of "Voix
du Sahel," a radio station in Niger;
and Mamadou Ntalase Diop, a television
journalist at Office de Radiodiffussion
and the Television of Senegal
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is now accepting applications for the following positions:

*Editor, Daily Maine Campus
.Business Manager, Daily Maine Campus
*Editor, PRISM
*Business Manager, PRISM
*Editor, Maine Review
Appttcatron forms ore available from the Dept. of Journalism
Broadcasting, 107 Lord Hall Application deadline is
April 20th. - -
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Sex Matters
Q: IS it okay to have one-night
stands/to skep with someone just for
sex? Male. First-Year
A: .A lot depends on your value
system: I can't answer this for you.
Some things you might want to
consider are: What about sexually
transmitted diseases? DO you use condoms? What is the other person feeling? What are- the reasons the other
person is sleeping with you? What do
you want in terms of a relationship
Do
with the person the next morning?
you want to be friends?
Strangers? How do you feel about
sharing this intimate part of yourself
with others? What arc you getting out
of one-night stands? Relief? Joy?
Confusion? In the long run, think
about what kind of relationship you
want with another person. Recognize
that while sex can be enjoyable in a
single encounter, it is generally more
satisfying in the context of a meaningful relationship.
Q: How can I get someone to notice
me? This guy doesn't even realize I'm
alive! female. Sophomore

Donnie O'Quinn and Dave Ma;owan, hosts of the "Official Radio Show
photo by Doug Vs:Wenn:de
of Student Covernment," in Yr MEB's on-air studio.

Dr. Sandra Caron

Radio show to be the
fficiat voice-of GSS

I'd love to harea friendship with
you and also want to be with others
-- to meet and date other guys." It
is no kindness to let a person belies('
that you are making a similarly total
commitment to him, when in reality
you're not ready to do so.

by-Jonathan Bach
Staff Writer

Q: Got an tips on breaking up?
Male, Senior

The campus radio station WMEB
(91.9 FM)and student government have
a new approach to inform students
about the activities of the General Student Senate.
It's called "The Donnie and Dave
Show" and it features student government press secretary Dave McGowan
and 'his roommate-cohort Donnie
O'Quinn as deejays for the three-hour
program.
McGowan said he is hoping the show
will give WMEB a new audience and will
give the GSS some free attention.
"It will help both organizations,"
said McGowan. "It'll tell people what
we're doing in student government and
will gain listeners...and keep them tuned In."
The show was granted approval by the
GSS in its Thesday meeting as "the Official Radio Show of Student Government for Spring 1989" and will air on
Wednesdays from 3 p.m. - 6 p.m.
O'Quinn said the idea originated ass

A: Just a few.
If you initiate the breakup:
sure you want to break up.
'Be
A: I'm wondering if, when you say
Sometimes
people use the threat of
you want the person to notice you.
a way to say. "I want
breaking
as
up
you
As
you?
you also want him to like
to change."
the
relationship
probably already know, one cannot the fact that your
*Acknowledge
force another person to like (or love)
will
hurt.
partner
be
There's little you
him or her. Attraction to another perpain
do
the
:an
your partner
ease
to
son is a complex phenomena, based
feel.
will
on prior experiences, unconscious
*Once you end the relationship, it
needs, and cultural heritage Generalbe best not to continue seeing
may
ly speaking, people who share similar
partner as "friends" until
_4our
former
interests are more--likely-to-develop considerable
time has passed. It may
friendships.
to
best
to become friends unbe
wait
Consider what it is about this peris involved with sopartner
tit-7our
son that you find attractise. Are you
else.
meone
you
attracted to this person because
know that you share similar interests,
If your'partner breaks up with you:
in which case you have a basis for
*The pain and loneliness you feel
conversation. Or, are you attracted to
natural. They are part of the grievare
this person by some superficial qualiing
process for the loss of an importy, such as looks or status, that gives
relationship.
tant
you little insight into the real WNW
*You are a worthwhile person,
whether you are with a partner or not.
Q: The guy I'm seeing is getting too
Do
things you like; spend time with
emotionally involved too soon in our
friends; be kind to yourself.
your
relationship. What can I do or say to
*Don't
try to see your former parthim to get him to back off?
It
ner.
prolong the distress.
may
Female. Sophomore
*Try to keep a sense of humor and
remember what my mom always told
A: I'm not sure I understand you.
are other fish in the sea!
Anc_There
What I think You're saying-- ts-you--want a casual relationship and be
Dr Sandra L. Caron is Assistant Prowants a commitment. If this is so,
of Family Relations in the
fessor
then you need to be straight with him
tektipe
about yourfeetiugs_ One wif—
leaChis the Human.exuality course.
and
much
very
is to say. "I like you
Questions for Dr. Caron should be
I am not ready for an exclusive relasent directly to the Daily Maine Camtionsha)'With you.
pus Lord Hall.
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TEACHER CERTIFICATION QUESTIONS?.

If interested call 581-4809..
Applications due by April 19th..
Fill out an application today
and get a head start on next semester!

IN CONJUNCTION -WITH FALL REGISTRATION, ON
THURSDAY, APRIL 13 IN ROOM 201 SMILES,
c,ASSISTANT DEAN OF EDUCATION, ANNE POOLER, WILL
Y'r MEET WITH ANYONE WHO IS INTERESTED IN THE NEW....
CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS FOR TEACHERS IN THE
STATE OF MAINE. THESE SESSIONS ARE DESIGNED FOR
FSTUDENTS IN PROGRAMS OUTSIDE THE COLLEGE OF
111_
EDUCATION AND FOR INDIVIDUALS WHO ALREADY
p
HAVE AN UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE AND WANT WIVE
CERTIFIED
1

9

•
•
•

Hilltop Health Club is looking for
part time help next fall.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

c

SESSION I

ELEMENTARY ED. CERTIFICATION
4:00 - 4:30 P.M.

SESSION II

SECONDARY ED. CERTIFICATION
(ALL SUBJECTS) ,
4:30 - 5:00 P.M.

•

=- -0 •
?-*

e,

joke when he noticed that Pop-liirts were
the Official Toaster Pastry of the 1984
Winter Olympics.
But starting today, the show is a
serious reality.
There will be "bubbly" theme music,
by a local band, the Lawn Darts, said
O'Quinn.
"It'll be bright, quick, and casual,"
O'Quinn said. "It's not going to be like
those long talk show affairs". There'll be
tidbit ileamings of information."
McGowan said progressive music will
be played during the show, but guest appearances by student government president John Gallant and vice president T.J.
Ackermann may be featured in the
future.
The object, McGowan said, is to present what student government does informatively and, with humor.
"A lot of people view student senate
as something they just can't grasp. We're
going to try to bring it down a litte more,
make it more accessible," McGowan
said.
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SPECIAL UNIVERSITY PRICING!
::IRE*TPERFORNNCE
GREAT PRICE
(comu_wrni mteRosorr WINDOWS 386
AND A LOGITECH MOUSE)
•

M1111111EAMAZING Z-386 ADVANCED PC
TO DOUBLE YOUR ACADEMIC PRODUCTIVITY
MAXIMUM 386 POWER!
-
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'Movie—
Pond" to neighboring Ness Hampshire
several years ago.
"Pet Sematary," the first film
featuring a screenplay that King himself
adapted from one of, his novels, is a
thriller that unravels a'tiorrifying secret
lodged in an animal burial ground in
rural Maine. Its theme of return from the
dead is reminiscent of the popular tale,.
• "The Monkey's Paw."
Directed by Mary Lambert, the Paramount Pictures film stars Pale Midkiff,
Fred Gwynne and Denise Crosby and is
scheduled int national release oh April
21. It features a cameo appearance by
King, who portrays a minister prending
at the funeral of a 2-year-old boy,
Many of those attending the film's
promotional screening in Bangor this
week won their tickets in a giveaway
sponsored by WZON,the. local rock 'n'
-reirradio station which King owns.
In an ir.terview Tliesday in conjunction with the screening, King recalled
that the framework of his 1983 novel
tockroot 10 years ago while he and his
family were living in a rented house
along Route 15 in Orrington. At the

4continued from page 11

time, he was a writer-in-residence at the
University of Maine, his alina mater.
There was an old pet cemetery in a
clearing behind the house, and King's
daughter had buried her pet cat there
after it had wanderedonto the highway
and was hit by a truck. The feline, named Smucky, was immortalized in both
the novel and the movie with a grave"
marker that read, "Smucky, he was obedient."
Following publication of the novel,
which remained on The New York Times
best-seller list for more than 30 weeks,
souvenir hunters visited the site and
removed most of the grave markers.
King recalled the time he tackled his
2-year-old son to keep him from running onto the road, a heart-wrenching

-episode that inspired the traescilenouemoot of "Pet Sematary„"
,"Everything 1w thebook and in the
movie is true -- up to a certain point
where it crosses the line rito fantasy,"
the author said.
The scarier mordents, more horrifying
than any "slasher" movie, reflect the terror that strikes at the hear's of parents
and show how precious an! fragile the
lives of young children can be. King said.
"We're not talking about a kid who
gets killed in a senseless road accident."
While the fictitious settirg of "Pet
Sematary" is called Ludlow — a town
actually located in Aroostook County —
King acknowledged that the actual site
is in Orrington, a suburb about 10 miles

outside Bangor.
King, who has been openly Lritical of
the mosie versions of severa of his
books, has nothing but praise for the
latest film. But King says Rob Reiner's
highly-acclaimed "Stand By Me" remains his favorite movie adaption of his
writings.
A Maine native, King his fam liarity
with his home state makes it an ideal setting for his fiction, but he feels the
nature of the place also provides a gothic
flavor.
"We're. a little bit cut off, alittk bit
insular here, and it's truer as you get further north," he said "1 like to get
away from the centers of population, to
places where things could happen and r.o
one would really know."

rty And -The
Beaver Brown Band

1
Living
in Comfort
VVerteisday, April- 19th
8:00
at the Field House
'UMaine,Orono
with special guest
In The Flesh

-

-

pp.over how healthy and

'
.conitortabk.vour feet at.i be in
.origmal,fkenstikk footwear
And d °Vtr.the fri.-sh new
ot Birkenstos k sahdab
'
intnhating new
--colors and styles

Tickets:
$3 Maine Pay Participants
$9 General Public

•

%tame Da+, Particpatants can troy tickets with
button on April 19th:
1100 - 100 p nt. at Barbary,
200 p.m to showtitne at Fieldhouse

General Public Tickets available at the: .
Grasshopper Shop,dowritown Bangor
ROC Office, 3rd flwr_Memorial_Union,UMaine
StudentAttiVities Office,Colby College
—

-t

•

* for more information call-58147W
5814761

111011tra?
sponsored by:
UM DANCE COMPANY
1989 SPRING CONCERT
Friday April 14 • Saturday April
Houck Auditorium 8:00 p.m

15

Tickets $6.00
UM Students free
For Information and
Reservations'call 581. 1/55

EAST,AVEST,SOUTH,
CAMPUS AREA
BOARDS

o
rTiclents
r

1111 campus

Tte Unozr Board

Sponsored in port by the
Arthur Lord Fund Class of 1934

_
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Pro•choice
O
.1

CI

n Sunday, almost 600,000 men and women
marched and lobbied their support at the
nation's capital against the possible changing of
the landmark Supreme Court decision of Roe v. Wade,
which gives a woman the right to obtain a safe and
- -•---- -,
legal abortion.
The marchers have been lobbying to let the Supreme
Court know they are concerned that the landmark decision by the Supreme Court of Roe v. Wade may be
overturned this year. The marchers ranged froth
Hollywood actors to college students and women with
.
children in support for the Supreme Court decision.
But was anyone in the White_ House listening or watching the chanting crowd?
The Vice-President of the United States Dan Quayle
said-the-march was---"nothing unusual in this town."
Did he not -see the l- airds of people- Widkitig outside
.
'the. windows of the White House?
of 90,000 '
crowd
the
exceeded
Sunday
last
rally
The
who showed up for an abortion rights march _in 1986.
- Activists have been lobbying members. of Congress
and leaving their views on their doorstep in
Washington,
"I don't believe the Supreme Court should be. nor do
wexpct it to be. swayed by a demonstration. That is
system.is.supposed to work,- Quayle said.
the way
What gives-the right for a group of elected judges to
tell a woman in Orono, Maine that they will make the
decision with what she does with her own body?
On April 26, the Supreme Court will examine a
Missouri abortion case which could possibt change this
right.
'Hopefully the court will make therialing that -it is still
a woman's choice-and that group of conggvative judges
_will not be the one's to decide what a woman -cari or
can not do.
Let's hope the Court saw and listened to the crowd
Sunday afternoon.
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The caribou connection
There are some weird things
going on at this university:
dark. eerie, things that._on the
surface,xeent_totay innocent
and unrelated. A slight wink, a
subtle nod shared between two
balding administrators in some
deserted hallway, random calls
made to high-ranking power
brokers at obscure offices
somewhere in the Far East.
Strange, mysterious goings on
that seem to'rnake no sense. No
• sense that is, until one has
--quaffed two -or•-six beers at

Thell.iheyinaltealhon muds_
sense.
.
For instance, take last Friday
Jonathan Bach, Assistant Editor
. night when, after having drunk
illiam Fletcher. Assistant Business Manager
the appropriate amount of the
Das id Bull. Production Manager
aforementioned -heveritg-1Doug kessellity--Editor
realized that President Lick Mike Laberge. licad.Copy Editor
made a number of trips to
Mike Bourque, Sports Editor
Washington late last semester. I
Dan Bustard. Joe Grant, Assis. Sports Editors
also realized that university ofLar,sa Cohen. Timms Hanford, Opinion Editors
ficials released 13 caribou into
Doug Nanderweide, Photo Editor
Baxter State Park last week.
John Holyoke, Special Projects Editor
It was a terrifying connecRhonda Morin, Features Editor
tion.
Galen Perrs, Kaths Marconi, Ad Managers
"But, Mike," you say. "I
tine)) Strowman, Ad Production Manager
don't see any connection."
haths Ftedds, Assistant Ad Production Manager
To which I reply, you ob_
viously haven't consumed the
TheDeily Mmiv Campus is published five times a week at the University of
recommended dosage of said
Maine. Offices are in the basement of Lord Hall, Suite 7A. UMaine, Orono.
ME. 04469. bephone numbers: Advertising. 581-1273; Subscriptions, 5811272,
drink.
Editor, 581-1271; Newsroom, 581-126', t269, 1270; Spats, 581-1268 Printed
Anyway, and this is the realat the Ellsworth Anteroom, Inc., EllsWorth, ME.Iclkopyriaht, Pow Dolly Movie
ly scary part, each of these
Campus. All rights reserved
newly-freed. caribou wore
around Its neck a little black

Michael Di Ckco

professors, was ordered to
patrol a certain Area of Baxter
State Park. _
Those innocent-looking little
black boxes strapped to each
animal's chest are really longrange radar scopes.
As the caribou wander
Around in- their assigned.areas,
in Washington some blowhard
ith.a cress cut keeps close tabs
on any suspicious sub action
going on underground in the
park.
Thus, through the combined

thingamabobs.
fit;lak and sh,. Pegstaior4-ftle-il
Putting these thingamisbabs neat-border patrol against the
and President Lick's trips to *Metthreat in Ni-mbern Maine
Washington together Friday, 1 we have of a handful of caribou
came to the conclusion that the bebopping through Baxter State
whole caribouprojectwas real- --:
.-Park with--little-black boxes
ly part of a top-secret plan by strapped to their chests.
-the university
apaid for
to hunt for Soviet sufis lurking by the U.S. Gosernment and
in Baxter State Park.
your tax dollars.
Yen, Soviet subs.
The only thing I hasen't quite
Sure, I thought it was a kit on figured out yet, is what the heck
the Odd side too, but hey, Soviet subs would be doing
remember we're talking about
plowing around in . the
U.S. military intelligence here.
backwoods of Northern Maine
I'm not quite sure on the
But hey, I guess that's what
specifics of this risky scheme, this Friday night at Geddy's is
but I think it works on the
for.
caribou-quadrant principle.
That is, each caribou, after
Michael Di Cicco is a senior
having gone through a journalism major from Essex
strenuous training session at the Junction, Vermont who is
hands of overzealous, sadistic almost sure the • stew baseball
CIA agents posing as UMaine clubhouse is really a missile sila
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Response
Thanks and
congrats

Change our failed drug laws
To the editor.
,
•
I read with great interest and
indignation your March 22 ar-,
tick, "Drug Laws Send Mixed
Message to Youths'', which
states that "current state drug
laws send a mixed message to
Maine youths. telling them a little bit of marijuana is O.K."
because "Maine law has considered possession of less than
1.5 oz. ... a civil violation,
punishable only by no more
than a $200 fine."
You're right' All..tbeAkug
laws are two faced-arid difficult
to understand let slime believe.
I have given much thought to
the "drug" problem that I constantly see in the media.
especially the policies directed
against cocaine, since this is the
substance we keep hearing the
most about. Marijuana follows
suit. but the cocaine hypocrisy
paints a vivid picture. My
thoughts on the "drug" ,pro•
blem, especially our anti
cocain policies, which= seally a prohibition of coca- will
help you understand why the
problem lies within the drug
LAWS. not the drugs.
First, when politicians talk of.
"eradicating" drug crops, they
really mean extinguishing the
-coca plant. t totally oppose the
harassment of the Andies
dians and this useful crop.
Cocaine laboratories are an
entirely_different matter, but
remember our laws arc directed
against coca. I have read a great

deal about coca and Cocaine outlawed caffeine in any and all
and found that people have pro- • forms too. He sued Coca Cola
blerns only with the purified for having "that horrible narversion of the drug.
cotic caffeine" in it, and, if he
No one has ever become ad- had won you would, not see
dicted to or had adverse ef.fects bulk coffee beans and tea leaves
from coca leaves or beverages on the black market, only a
Like pre-1903 Coca-Cola or Yin grossly overpriced refined white
Mariani (French I3ordeau for- powder. Coca, if taken as caltified with coca extract). Coca, feine is .(orally), it- is no more
in its natutal state. has 14 _addicting than coffee or tea!
Second. education and
alkaloids and many vitamins
which actually promote heahh, rehabilitation are very iniporMoma Coca Antonil. However, tant and I support them if it's
just after the tt,,irn of the cen- honest • information andturyi- the lass-that were -passed ..--,
that eliminated bulk coca leaves'
Third, considering the fact
from the Market created an ex- that tobacco use causes 360,000
clusive market for cocainedeaths a year, and the fact that
hydrochloride. Before this.pro- it is the most addictive
hibition, cocaine was readily substance known to man, even
available in patent medicines
more than heroin which is taken
and as an "over-the-counter" intravenously, any politician
drug and many people did have
who talks about a "drug" proproblems with it. The reformers
blem and supports tobacco subof the period, attempting to sidles, to me appears to have no
"solve" this problem, got laws credibility whatsoever. What's
passed against what seemed to
your opinion on tobacco
be the root of the problem
subsidies?
(coca) — an infinitely serious •
Death penalties for drug
:"Kingpins"?
mistake.- Legalize coca and you will
If so, start with the board of
destroy. the market for refined
directors of R.J. Reynolds.
cocaine. If coca was available._ Phillip Morris and U.S. Tobac-the practice of snorting cocaine—
1f-that sounds absurd, as
would be no more popular than
would a prohibition on tobacsnorting smashed up, No-Doz co patterned after that on man tablets-amongst users of the
juana and coca, then you can
drug caffeine. •
see that there is no justification
Think about it. No one
whatsoever for the laws against
shoots or snorts alcohol, caf-- marijuana and coca. Tobacco is
feine, or any other legal drug! in the same class as heroin,
If Dr. harvey Wiles had had his
physically addictive. Marijuana
way in 1906, he would have
arid coca are in the same class

Polities win over art
Min": These- films all have
several things in common.
They are all serious films,
they all deal with important
social issues, none of them were
the top grossing films of their
respective years, and voting for
these films made the Academy
look good.
In the end., politics win over

as tea, not dangerous, addictive, To the editor:
or potentially lethal unless
needlessly refined as cocaine.
On behalf of the Rape
Fourthi, .prosecuting drug Awareness Program Committee,
dealers
itiorir., it has 1 would like to thank all of the
never worked since 1914 when Fraternities, Sororities, and
the Harrison Narcotic Act was Residence Halls who parinstituted. All the gosernmerit is ticipated in the "Friends Don't
doing is jailing millions of peo- Force Friends" Banner contest
pie and destroying. the market throughout the week olf March
for substances that are 27-31. In all, there were 17 banmeasured and safe with a' low ners grating the Halls and
potential for abuse, such as tea, Houses of UMaine, and all of A
beer, coca, opium, and man - them were very appropriate,
juatta,_which could be purified original, and reflective of the
a4sifeine, pure alority-11, co.. ,-neW -for an increased awareness
caine, morphine, or THC:'— ot acquaintance rape on this
delta-9 respectively. At the same campus.
time, this prosecution creates a
We would specit'ialls like to
lucratise market for easily congratulate the 1 winners of
smuggled potent contraband- the contest, Cumberland Hall,
:oncentrate drug forms.
Kennebec Hall, and -tau Epsilon.
It would be foolish for me to Phi; you should he proud of
deny the dangers of the form of your extraordinar efforts.
cocaine under coca prohibition. Thanks also to the Judges,
And it would be just as foolish Kath Sypek, Jeff Holmes, and
for anyone to deny tkie facts Peggi Smith for generously
behind, for example, Vin donating your time.,
Mariani — over 50 million'hotAgain, thanks to all of you
tles sold, no "addicts" and no for your special contribution to
overdoses! If drug abuse and Rape Awareness Week.
not drug use is your true concern, you will work to change
Dana Severance
our failed drug laws to legalize
Corbett Hall
coca, as well as promoting
legislation that would prevent
discrimination against "the
Interested in writing
people" who would choose an
Al guest column?
alternative to alcohol, nicotine
Contact the
and caffeine.
Daily
Maine Campus.
Tom Childs
Bangor Community College

Reverse discrimination
To the editor

posture of your university is not
for him. My daughter, strongWe have three young adults minded as she is, has told us
It tIdppcns way yv After
who
will be entering college that this kind of monitoring,
the glitter and the glamour of
through
the next few years. auditing, name-changing of
the Oscars wears off, people
We've deliberated endlessly buildings, etc. amount to
begin wondering why their
about colleges that reflect their pnvelege and special treatment.
favorite films didn't get noticed
needs and values we've taken — "
- How can that be equality?"
by the Academy. Do we have
instill.
Having
pains
to
great
The result of all this has been
such bad taste in films that so
family
that
in
a
is
raised
been
the
decision by two of our
few of our favorites get
toapply-soeutisi
• are
their
-ai
in
opinions.
unWertifiel,
m,udi
-Ttiour
acceptable,
MIAS
are
,
&MOUS
something iI going oni
Orono was the ultimate sadness at home. But to think
Scott E. Kimball
Think of all ihe--big hits in but only to a point. "A Cry in
choice
of our older daughter; on their own and make deci1998 that weren't even con- theDark" was probably avoidand
son
who will be enrolling a. sions is what we taught them.
sidered for best' pictiartjhere ed because-it-was..toccierious.
later.
Recently, however, So it must be.
year
,
sverenuite af_erw ofthemonaily. On the other side of the coin,
we've
enough
about
your
read
This
letter,
hopefully
will give
overlooke&becattie
Sir
'
.
was
botIttritiCartabiati-OffiCeitie::.7
Dy Mom weermon
U.
college's buckling under cause for you to step back and
it was a comedy. Very fess corn- ZOO
They includi'
—Feminist--politics and their take a look at how you are be3.
n le
"Bull Durham","A Cry in the edies have ever-1—
egregious demands.
ing perceived by most people It
Dark", 61‘ Fish Called Wanda", Academy approval.
everything.
changes
This
isn't a healthy looking picture.
The Academy just can't bring
'"Married to the Mob", "Middisvery
current
policy
is
Your
It appears to have a stamp on
for
overly
sucitself
to
vote
night Rua",”The Naked Gun",
who
of
us
to
those
quieting
it
that says: "Only proThat
is
films,
either.
cessful
"The Thin Blue Line", and
know the Feminist movement Feminists should apply.
"Who Framed Roger Rabbit", perhaps why "Who Framed
from the inside out. My wife Scholastics are secondary.
among others. 'What made Roger Rabbit", the highest
and I have been involved in the
It's frightening that so much
grossing film of 1988 and the
them the losers?
women's
movement
for
a
reverse
discrimination against
Premiere
The problem is, it is not you winner of the
we
decade.
But
in
recent
years,
young
men
is perceived as a
best
poll
for
reader's
Magazine
or I, or the critics for that mathave
escaped
its
blatant
antigood
thing,
in the name of
overlooked.
picture,
was
ter, who get to choose the winmongering
on
so
male
hate
"Equality."
What's
worse is
winfilm
is
a
kind
of
SO
what
ners. The winners are chosen by
many campuses. The demands that you won't see it until it afseen
we've
years
past
In
ner?
of
Academy
members of the
(and compliance) of some of fects you, as it has us.
Motion Picture Arts and "Gandhi", "Chariots of Fire",
these Feminist groups verges on
Vettel INS I.,w11 soma 101.00 o", ,o., I.
Last
"The
Sciences, and the Academy has "Platoon", and
Fascism.
Mel Freedman
This
prize.
the
take
Emperor"
its own peculiar way of choosOur
son
feels
the
anti-male
Portland. ME
went
to
"Rain
Oscar
year
the
ing a winner.
To the editor:

. Voting for a controversial
film, such as "The Last Temptation of Christ" or "Mississippi Burning" is a no-no. If the
Academy voted for a controversial film, they would become a
part of that controversy. Yes,
"Mississippi Burning" was
nominated for best picture, but
it didn't have much of a chance

•

-

-
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Campus Comics

--(coathseed from page I)

by Matt Lewis
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The movie is about the making of the
atomic bomb. The name of the mov ic
reflects the names of the bombs dropped on Hiroshima and 'Nagasaki,
respectively.
Comins said he disbelieved that he
could possibly brush up against
Hollywood's glitter and went as far as
telephone the operator in California
to verify Babcock's phone number at
Werner giros.
• , "Orieof Joffe's fortes is to use professionals who are not really actors,"
Comins explained.
BabaXk recalled Comins'charismatic
Personality; his liveliness in the
classroom and the comfortable way he
brought himself.to the students' level.
Comilla is well knriwn by faculty and
students for his down to earth personahty,. relaxed character and accessibility.
Faculty members with:n the physics
departmenkbeld-Coininszihigh esteem.
Students seem to love his :lasses.
Babcock told him the producers of the
movie were "sitting around trying to
think up some people who might be
good scientists to play the roles of good
scientists."
"When it came time to chose people
A ho effectively capture the spirit awl exitement of science,(Babcock) shouiht
ol me." he said. •
When asked if he considered himscif
an actor, he said. -"In some sense; yes.
I have link formal training as an actor,.
hut every semester for the last II years,
l'se been up in'front of students, acIi
ting."
Comma trinieltd-to Joffe' Burbank
Calif,-office- at Warne-Brla-interview :for a role in the movie.
"Undoubtedly, I said everything
wrong," he said, joking,
•
Although the robe - was not "the
leading role," Cornetts would have
been listed ,as a major actor.
Comins said he thought Harrison
Ford had been considered for the leading
role but had to decline because of a prior
commitment.
After the interview. Commas told Babcock about -a science ficnon
he was
writing.
"She expressed interest in writing a
screenplay for it," he said.
He eiipriined the hovel was incomplete
although he had an ending in mind.
Comins said the glitter of HollywOod
had little affect on him, even during the
brief interview.
He left California, returned home and
waited several months before discovering he had not been cast for a pan in
the mosie.
tlidrifFfeel--battirwas--01(...-he--pectedio-get
thItfT'lr--WOUld do It again,
though...7
"'The salver lining was the Potential for
th oolnenilinY on the novd. nUitilmt
much more faith in Than in my ability
to act," he said.
Comins said-that---te-leis-- knowledge,
the movie was being filmed during
December in Mexico and Europe. He,
said he was uncertain when the movie
would be released.
Comins said the moral of his
Hollywood adventure is rooted at the
university.
"The invei,ments that 1 have made in
educating students has,more than paid
for itself in the satisfaction I got even by
being considered for such a role because
of my teaching," he said.
--
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UMaine baseball team takes
doubleheader from Huskies

Greg Reid
Wait,lifting?

-- After tineeks fir not lifting _a _- - From staff reports
thing other thairni butt:out-of becLGame two was a bit closer as UMaine
I decidad-itottivtime to go back to the
took a 6-3 lead into the seventh inning
_BOSTON - The University of Maine
gym.
_baieball team swept a doubleheader
before the Huskies rallied to within one.
But I needed motivation. I needed _ • fin Northeastern University Tuesday as
Mike LeBlanc came in for the Black
coaching. I needed 14L•ts Flmenarms,
both teams opened their ECAC New
Bears and shut the door, securing the
You may or may not have seen
England schedules after having the
sweep for the visitors.
Hans around. He's a student from
games postponed since Saturday.
Freshman Ben Burlingame started on
Austria who lifts at night at Lengyl
the mound for UMaine and was relievUMaine won the opener easily 9-2
Gym. Late at night, as he says, "After
while holding off Northeastern in the seed in the fifth inning by Larry Thomas.
gone
all the little girly-men have
cond game 6-5.
Sweeney had another strong outing at
to their little beddy-byes."
Ed Therrian won his first game by pitthe plate by going two-for-four and drivSo I call Hans and tell him my .j.-/ching four-hit, five-strikeout ball in the
ing half of the Black Bars' runs.
dilemma. i•need his expertise; but I
Black Beilif win in the first game. _
The lotting pitcher for Northeastern
'hiiiiefeclifituring the day.11 too am
Mike Dutil led UMaine offensively
was Don McQuire
girly-man who needs his little
with three hits in four at-bats and drivThe two wins improves UMaine's
beddy-bye.
ing in two runs. \
record to 11-19, 2-0 in the ECAC Ness
"Veil,my friend, I don't know. You
Mark Sweeney also Went three-forEngland standings.
upset my schedule." Hans says.
four and added one RBI, while Andy
The Black Bears will face NorThere is a short silence while he conHartung connected for two hits and battheastern again today in Boston at 1 p.m.
siders. "But you do look like a jelly
ted in a run.
Due to the weather, the University of
doughnut these days, with all the redTherrian improved to 1-5 on the year,
Andy Hartung led UMaine lo its
Southern Maine game scheduled for tody red jelly spilling out onto your
while Jim Cormier took the loss for -day will be replayed Wednesday, April
doubelheader-sweep of Northeastern
shin. Tell you vhat, meet me there at
Northeastern.
26, in Orono.
University Tuesday by going five-for8 p.m.
eight with four runs batted in.
"And my friend, do nudding that
vould embarrass me."
(continued from page 1)
Mc? Embarrass Hans? Not a
chance Been lifting for years. Just
need a push to start back in. At 8
of members of both sexes."
. this is that signal," Aceto said.
p.m., I toss on my Ben and Jerry's teeShe said the team has had many.
shirt and sweats and I 110 ,S0 MON
meetings with administrators and that
•
"I don't think we can wait. We-have
Hans.
Wonsea's soccer
White and Aceto are "strongly commit.
to_ find -a way to-pull __this-off
Hans in his spandex shorts,.cut-toted to women's soccer" but said the team
somehow:"
Women's soccer has been a club sport
needs a commitment.
hell ter-shirt, taped wrists and lifting
Kirk, the soccer coach, said the team
for the past two years.
Players share her views.
gloves. He smiles that big gap-toothed
has received a lot of support from White
This year, there were 27 members on
Karen Finocchio, a freshman on the
smile at me and starts to laugh. "Hey,
and Aceto. But she said the team is
the team, which finished with a 5-4-1
women's club team, said she heard durJells Donughtman, nice to have seefrustrated because no decisions have
record. In the spring of 1987 it was
ing student orientation that there would
ing you."
been made.
recommended by the Athletic Advisory
be a Division I varsity soccer program
I try to lift in the early afternoon.
"There is all this verbal, yes, yes, but
Board that women's soccer become a
in the fall of 1989. She said if there is
As I walked across the room. I
when is something going to happen, just
varsity sport in the fall of 1989, but a
not some commitment made to a prosomething little?" Kirk asked.
remembered why I try to lift- in the
decision has not been made.
gram she will probably attend another
earls afternoon. The night folks at
White said he wants to make sure a
The problem, White said, is finding
school.
Lengyl are, shall we say ... impressed
varsity women's soccer program can be
"I'd be happy w ith a partially- fund—the money to start a new program.
fully funded in four years. The propos-with themselves.
varsity program. I don't care how
Although
ed
he
said
he
has
requested
70
percent
of
the
receive
Large young men and hard young
ed Program would
funds to initiate the program next year,
much money we get," Finocchio said.
what the men's program receives in 1989
women stand around between their
If soccer were made a varsity sport,
but the final decision depends on what
and 100 percent of the men's program by
sets like they are marble statues.
she said, it would be easier to schedule
the Legislature decides to give the
1992.
Widearmed. Stiff-legged. Flexing.
games against other varsity programs
university.
Giving arrogant glares.
"The law (Title IX) says if we're goand would be easier to structure a team.
A decision is expected to be made this
Everyone's mouth looks like soing to have a program it must be com"If
you miss a class it's OK because it's
week.
meone came around and pulled a
parable to similiar or like programs in
a varsity sport, but a club sport is dif"I'm not terribly optimistic, but we're
straw from their lips.
four years," he said.
ferent."
continuing to pursue it," White said.
Very strange.
"A scotch tape or 'excuse me' program
-We've mode it a priority for program
Every gym in Massachusetts has
is due to fail before it starts. Having a
Other sports underfunded
expansion!'
these guys. I think Maine gyms are
token program doesn't make us in any
"There
has
been
a
demonstrated intrying to import them,too. They
more compliance"
White said many of the sports already----west in the sport on campus and
usually come -inYon've seen
White saidIfie Univasity would not be
_
England
-411.-the
vatsity lesteLAQ-not receive the
and
in
my
opinion
the
Wank-them:
t
--One
ypkoily
Alitompliance-OnINi TIIC IA jUSI beeitate
necessary funding.
screams,"COME ON, COME ON! ----- and interest warrants the implementing
it offered a soccer program. Title IX reof women's soccer," he said. "At some
"Our men's soccer Impugn is proYAH! YAH!" between his sets. His
quires that scheduling, facilities, scholarbably the worst funded in New
point I think you will see women's socpartner usually has his hcad set so he
ships, and coaching must be comparable
England," he said.
cer at the University of Maine. It all to
looks at you through his nostrils
other similiar programs.
Both the women's and men's tennis
:comes
down
to
present
funding
for
new
10 anyone within 30 feet. -So
Kirk, though, said she would like to
and
track teams need to be upgraded, he
programs."
ahhh..So alibis:- How many sets
see something goon.
said
Torn Aceto, vice president-fotAd
----ablik-Atordo?"
• "I know Kevin doesn't want an 'excuse
"The Division III schools in the state
ministration, agreed.
start. to answer, but then he
understand
can
program
and
I
me'
have
better facilites than we do,"
"If
we get a large enough increase in
breaks In, wanting to tell' you his
getting
think
said.
"I
just
that,"
she
White
said.
the
athletic
we
can
pull
budget
then
this
- -workout---rather than hear youis.
another
than
waiting
something
is
better
"We're
making some headway with
off,"
he
have
to
said.
"But
you
flexed
That's okay. If he stood and
year or two, because then the opportuni(improving women's) facilities."
remember that the athletic department
long enough for you to answer his
ty may never come."
A new women's basketball locker
is competing with every other depart. ahh question, his partner would start
If the university does not make a comroom is being built and White said plans
ment for additional money. And I
In with "COME ON, COME ON,
mitment to start women's varsity soccer
are being made to upgrade the softball
understand that academics is what we're
, YAH! YAH!" again anyway.
the
future,
the
fall
or
a
specific
date
in
in
for."
and
field hockey fields.
here
• "Come right over here, my friend,
Title
IX
team
may
file
a
Kirk
said
the
"We
need to continue to do more and
Aceto
proposed
a
plan
in
February
you
up
warm
I have just the thing to
grievance.
we know that," he said.
that would keep women's soccer a club
after your two week hiatus into Flab"We're just going to wait and see what
"We need to conduct that selfsport, but with a full-time coach in 1989.
byland," Hans says, out-strutting
happens,
but if they don't even make the
Under
that
acce•ssment to see where we are today and
plan,
the
program would be
the best of them. As we walk across
given varsity status in 1990.
then try project where we'll be in three
vaguest attempt to start a program, then
the dusty floor, I get side-glances and
or
four years and try to close the
"The
women
are
do
something
looking
for
a
are
probably
going
to
signal
we
odd looks.
gap."
(see REID page 12)
that we're perious about this and I think
they won't want us to do," Kirk said.
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•Reid
"V here dui you get your outs it, m)
friend, de Salivation Ahmy?" Hans
smiles broadly at his quip. "Even the
girly-men here dress for der vorkout
better than you.'
,
I say nothing, but quietly curse
myself for letting my subscription to
"Muscles McNatural's Bodyshop
Magazine" expire. How have I gotten
by without those in-depth features
about carrot juice? Or the quality
writing that even the MQSI brilliant second grader at Asa Adams could
comprehend? And the mail away.
Gold's Gym tee-shirts? I vow to renew
my subscription.
So we get to the Universal machine
and Hans points to the piece of rope

-

hanging from a pulley. Crunches.
"C9ML. o!s, COME ON! YAW:
Holding the rope behind .your neck,
YAH!" Mass. One screams from the
and using your abdominal muscles,
bench. "How many ah: How many
you kneel and lower your upper-bods
ah:.. sets did he do, ahhh 7:: Mass.
to the floor and come back up.
Two says looking out his nostrils.
"Just the ting for you, my friend,
Hernia. That's all I can think. Herall chubby and soft in da middle."
fig. Shave. Cut. Stitch. Hernia.
Hans says as I begin my sets. "Do
Hans'turns in disgust and walks
about sixty, seventy sets of thins away. He yells, "-Bulks, my friend.
seven. Feel da buuuurn. yah."
Now everybody is looking MCI at
One-down. One-up. Feels good_
your fattiness_ancLI'm not even proT% -down. -Pao-up. Just what I need.
perly pumped up!"
Three-down. Three-pop. Three-pop?
I slowly climb to my feet and hobI stop and let the ropes go. .My
ble for the door, ignoring the snickers
left...you know... feels like someone is
and hard-guy glares.
pinching it. I yell.
I will not call Hans again for
.
"Vhat's wrong?" -Hans----itaks, -__sqaching. I will - not renew ms
"Tired?"
subscriplionto thatmagazine But I

(eostissed from page 11)

will get blik toilifting, if I Can. Ana
I will 4o it in the eartY afternoon.
-Greg -Rid is a sensor English major from Sharon, Mass. "who feels
the butte ewe, morning when he
walks down the Union stairs to the
Pest

Interested III writin
a guest column?
Contact the
Daily
Maine Campus.

"NOW I MADE $18,000
FOR COLLEGE
BY WORKING WEEKENDS."

mM-

-

When my friends and I graduated
from high school, we all took part-time
jobs to pay for college.
They ended up in car washes and
hamburger joints, putting in long hours
for little pay.
Not me. My job takes just one
weekend a month and two weeks a year..
Yet, I'm earning $18,000 for college.-Because I joined my local Army
National Guard.
They're the people who help our
state dunng emergencieslike hurricanes and floods. They're-also an
important part of our country's military
, defense.
So,since I'm helping them do such
an important job, they're helping me
make it through school.

are

As soon as I finished Advanced
Training,the Guard gave me a cash
bonus of $2,000.I'm also getting
another $5,000 for tuition and books,
thanks to the New GI Bill.
Not to mention my monthly Army
Guard paychects. Theyll add tip to
more than $11,000over the six"years
I'm in the Guard.
And if I take out a college loan, the
Guard will help me pay it back —up to
• $1,500 a year, plusinterest.
It all adds up to $18,000 —or more
—for college for just a little of my time.
And that's a heck of a better deal than
any car wash will give you.
_
THE GUARD CAN HELP PUT
YOU THROUGH-CAZOLLEGTOO.
SEE YOUR LOCAL RECRUITER
FOR DETAILS,CALL TOLL-FREE
800-638-7600,* OR MAIL THIS
COUPON.
'In Hawan 737 5255 Puerto Rico 721 4550 Guam 477 9957. %limn hno
1St Crum 773643A %elk )ersel,
42 S794 In—Al.e.la cA•nson your local
phone director)
'C „1-955 United.51.ak&LAsa•enanwentAamAzept
rights reser.eel

MAW TO Army %animal Guard.PO Box 6000.Clams% NJ0704
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Dan Bustard
if I tan. Ants
afternoon.
r English ma"who feels
rung when he
stairs to the

Baseball:
Summer's
top show

3.

eiritin
umn?
he

Dan Bustard is a junior journalism
major who does like basrball and just
about any other sport but wishes
jerks who can't stand one of them
wouldjust shut up and keep their op
mons 10 themselves.

Sprinter says Johnson's coach
pushed-steroids on his runners
TORONTO (AP) — Desai Williams, coach, Charlie Francis.
a teammate and close friend of sprinter
"Charlie's philosophy was; 'It's my
Ben Johnson, Tuesday denied being on
way or the highway" Williams said.
steroids since the 1970s, saying he deceivWilliams told the investigation into
ed his coach into thinking he took the
cheating in sport that "drugs played a
banned drugs.
major role in my decision" to leave FranWilliams, Canada's top 200-meter
cis for four years, beginning in 1983.
runner, admitted in testimony at a hear"I don't think I was given a fair chance
ing into drug use by Canadian track and
because I think they (drugs) were being
field athletes that he took steroids briefly
pushed on me a little bit too often:*
in 1987 under threat of censure from his -he said.

Well, its spring again.
For sports fans in New England,
that means a couple of things:
) The Celtics in the playoffs; ---2) The Bruins in the playoffs;
and 3) The Red Scot are doing it
again.
I take exception,to-the-titk of Joe
Grant's column yesterday„-"A boring
sport

pus.

7

baseball has become not our pasttime
but more of an institution, one in
which few if any reasons can knock
off the top draw of sports.
Not Pete Rose and his supposed
betting, not Wade Boggs and his
Margo-ritaville adventures, not rain
and cold in April or snow in October.
Baseball has lived around a century, and it still seems to be gathering steaming for the next one.

Regardless of the time of'year, there
are those who belittle the ,1"niinant
sport, whether it be football in the
fall: basketball and hockey. in the
winter and baseball in the summer.
But I feel I must make a case for
what has been dubbed, perhaps unfairly. America's pastime.
Those who complain about the
boys of summer have one thing in
common, that baseball is too slow to
%Jack unless you can actually beat.
the game..
\Sell. I don't know about you.-butI would rather watch anything at the
arena than on the boob tube, so that
argument has about as much
relesance to baseball as to other
-sports.Another thing some people don't
like is that there is no violence, which
is a major factor in football, hocke*
and basketball, to a certain extent.
Football is iccillision soon, while
hockey combines the ability'tO-stand upright on the ice with fisticuffs, and
basketball has some of the tallest arid
largest humans alive trying to defend a small, iron ring with a net suspend---But-bliseball- -haw-Alone-of -411,4-,
other thin the occasional fight where
Someone like Jim Rice can pick up
four people at a time and calm things
down.
Or the ever popular brushback
pitch, which may or may not be Intended for the batter's head (usually. '
that is yes).
Of course, any sport has its detractors, but baseball has one thing going for it: appeal with its fans.
:tear in arid- year 94..iiihal Wan draws the most fans and has bassset1111/ new attcndence records each
summer?
Baseball.
Who seems to be able to continue
chant yparately
fund
between the teams and collectively in
the leagues to generate the most- —
noney?
Baseball.
Whose opening day games are the
nost celebrated?
Baseball.
This sport has been firmly entren-hed into our society, whether or not
ou want to admit it.
—
1
Not to mention that no other.sport
ecs more parts of ,h,5 large country
nvolved through little leagues to
ilder teams and interested through
-Irofessional squads located near their
irea.
This is not a plea for baseball. No,
ow how
1 this is' an attempt to

I
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Sooner football players
identified in rape case
NORMAN,Okla.(AP) — The victim
sounds like some girl's getting her butt
of an alleged gang rape in an Oklahoma
kicked,"' she said.
athletic dormitory told a court Tuesday
She said Medice went upstairs to inshe came to believe suspended
vestigate. A .fcv. moments later, she said,
Oklahoma football player Nigel Clay.
she went to find Medice.
was one of her assailants after discuss"He
downstairs and told me
ing the case with prosecuters.
some girl bot raped," Osborn said.
Clay, Bernard Hall and Glen Bell,
She said neither she nor Medice callSooner teammates, are accused of firsted police. They later told the district atdegree rape in the alleged attack at the
torney what they had heard, she said.
dormitory on Jan. 21. Hall and Clay face
In cross-mamination, Osborn told the
two other charges each of furnishing licourt she had once described the screams
quor to a minor.
as possibly being screams of passion.
The victim has testified that she and
The 20-year-old Oklahoma City vica friend had gone to Norman for a doutim spent seven hours on the witness
ble date with two Oklahoma football
stand Tuesday for the second day of a
players, and said that she was attacked.
preliTifinary hearing which is used to
after she came out of a bathroom in the
determine
if the suspended football
athletic dormitory.
..players should betried on the charges fil,
Sherretyn Lynette-Osborn said shed- her boyfriend -Larry Mectice, weltrin- d against themin :Cleveland County
District Court.
Medices room, directly below Clay's
(lay's attorney, Joel Barr. began Tueswhen she heard screams.
day's questioning by asking the victim
"It was a noise that sounded like a
when she came to believe Clay may have
struggle," Osbarne said. "I said.
been one of her assailants. The woman
'Nigel must be fighting somebody"'
said she had seen evidence Feb. 9 in the
Osborn said the noises got louder, she
district attorney's office that led her to
heard a second -scream and that the
believe Clay was one of the attackers.
noises sounded like someone was falling
The proscuter's office filed charges the
through the floor.
nest day.
"We looked at each other and said, It

'The Daily Maine Campus
urges you to support

MaiNe Day 489
Barbecue N

Service Protects

Wake-up Para&
Conccrt

00zeball

Read the Sports Pages Meetings every

s st5pm
se *oak*/ Milt

Lawn Mower Clinic
Will be held from 8 A.M.- 2 P.M.
Saturday, April 15 behind the
Agricultural Engineering
BuildingThe price of $12.00
includes new spark plugs,
oil change,blade sharpening,
cleaning of air filter
and pressure wash. For more
information call 58I -2724.
tr)E SEQUiN0
Sponsored by Maine Agricultural & Forest
Engineering Association.

Family

. you Autnemtic ItaliaN
italliii42:ANT

OffETtS
CUISiNE.

irestw-__Pastk7--

-

Veal,!taw.; Seafoob, Homemabe
Pastrties 4 Expnesso COefe€

MEETING
ROOMS
AVAILABLE

SUMIIIRT11111
OUTDOOR PATIO
AVAILABLE'

A Luncheon Discussion Series

•

Sweden: Welfare State
Capitalism or Socialism
Sutton Lounge
Memorial Union
Thursday, Apr. 13, 12:20 pm
This noontime series is being sponsored try
the Mane Peace Action ,Gornmittee MPAC).
The Union Board (TUB) and The Maine Chnsttan
Association

Visit Our New Solari° Venetian
Sunroom For Cocktails.
HOURS:
Monday - Friday
Saturday - Sunday

11 a.m. - 10 p.m.
4:30 p.m. - 10 p.m.

CALL AHEAD FOR TAKE-OUT SERVICE
735 MAIN STREET
942-124Q

•

•
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THE UMAINE
STUDENT ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION

3mpus
)ort

69

?-up

of 5pm
STUDENTS SERVING STUDENTS
PAST...PRESENT...FUTUREr

DID YOU KNOW:
•INE DO SURVIVAL KITS
WE PAINT BEAR PAWS
•WE SAVED MAINE DAY
•WE WANT

•

ETtS

SANE.
-

rabe
te

SVIIMNIRTOOt
arrows PAT/0
A VAILABLIT

•

•

FIND OUT MORE
CROSSLAND ALUMNI CENTER
(NEXT TO SIGMA NU)
WEDNESDAYS 6:00 P.M.

•

p.m.—
p.m.
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NIGHTLY SPECIALS

NO COVER

)
)

)
MONDAY - Monday Night Baseball 50c deafts
)
2)
(8-1
s
Shot
els
Dani
Jack
0
$1.0
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY - Ladies Night (half-price well
)
drinks) q,00 cover (ladies free)
)
,lj,p ej44 „pi.\„1,/".1 I 1,1j Dill
THURSDAY ,
2.00 cover
DOOR PRIZE - COORS NEON LIGHT
)
b volid4t.tvi.11
..ieF
)
)
$1.00 Rolling Rocks
)
Blue Light Specials
)
$1.00 Kamikazees
9-9:10
)
10-10:10 $1.00 Tequila
)
11-11:10 $1.00 Schnapps
)
\
FRIDAY - 4.00 cover
$1.75 Well Drinks All Night
)
SATURDAY - 02.00 cover
)
$1.00 Rolling Rocks

r-

4-9 Every Day
Meal Specials
Rock and Roll and 75t Drafts Every Day

k

_

)
)
)

